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AUDIENCE COUNCIL ENGLAND 

Minutes of meeting held on 12 May 2010,   
BBC Broadcasting House, London 

 

IN ATTENDANCE:  

Alison Hastings   Chair (up to item 7) 
Belinda Channer   Chair, West Midlands 
Phillippa Denton   Chair, East Midlands 
Hannah Eyres    Chair, North East & Cumbria 
Christine Fanthome   Chair, London 
Jill Hogan    Chair, South East 
Steve Marshall    Chair, Yorkshire & Lincolnshire 
Stuart Paterson   Chair, West 
Taryn Rock    Chair, North West 
Wendy Andrews   Chair, East 
Chitra Bharucha   Vice-Chair & Trustee, BBC Trust (Observer to item 4.1 only) 
George Dixon    Head of Scheduling, BBC Vision (item 3 only) 
David Holdsworth   Controller English Regions (item 4.1 only) 
Caroline Thomson   Chief Operating Officer, BBC (item 6 only) 
Chris Waiting    Chief Adviser to Chief Operating Officer (item 6 only) 
Erik Huggers    Director, Future Media & Technology, BBC (item 8 only) 
Kerstin Mogull     Chief Operating Officer, Future Media & Technology, BBC  
     (item 8 only) 
Louise Hall    Head of Governance & Accountability England 
Lydia Thomas Accountability Adviser, England  
Geoff Prout Public Accountability Manager, South East, East, London 
Russell Thomas    Accountability Assistant, England 
 
APOLOGIES 
Thelma Holland   Chair, South West 
Rob Fryatt    Chair, South 
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1. Apologies and Announcements 
Alison Hastings noted apologies from Thelma Holland and Rob Fryatt. She welcomed Chitra 
Bharucha, Vice Chairman of the BBC Trust.  Alison also welcomed Wendy Andrews, the 
new East Chair, and informed members that Ian Palmer had been appointed as Yorkshire 
Chair. Both Chairs would attend the Audience Councils’ Induction Day on 18 May. Wendy 
had also attended the ACE Induction Day in Birmingham on 7 May. 
 
A new West RAC Link Member for Radio Wiltshire had been appointed. A Channel Islands 
recruitment campaign was underway and members would be further updated at the June 
ACE meeting. 
 
Alison announced that she and Chitra had to leave before the end of the meeting, to attend 
a Trust event. Phillippa Denton had kindly agreed to chair the meeting from item 8.   
 
2. Minutes and matters arising 
 
2.1   The minutes were approved as a true record 
 
2.2 Matters arising 
The short period between the April and May meetings meant that a number of action points 
remained in progress and would be completed by the June meeting. 
  
Professor Steve Jones, lead author of the impartiality review into the BBC’s science 
coverage, had been invited to attend the 15 June ACE meeting.  
 
Members gave initial feedback on those May RAC meetings which had already taken place. In 
response to members’ comments, it was suggested that it might be helpful to focus on one 
or two main issues for the BBC Strategy Review discussion at RACs, but ultimately the 
structure of each discussion was left to the discretion of members in their role as RAC 
Chairs. 
 
Alison reminded members about future guests for the June 2010 business meeting. Danny 
Cohen, Controller BBC Three would join the dinner. Mark Byford, Deputy Director 
General; Richard Chapman, Editorial Manager BBC Weather; Liz Howell, Editor BBC 
Weather Nations & Regions; and Craig Henderson, Head of Programming English Regions 
would join the meeting.    
 
No Burning Issues were raised.  West Midlands RAC had raised questions about distribution 
and technical matters. These had been forwarded to Graham Plumb, Head of Distribution.  
 
No items were raised for Any Other Business.   
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3. Briefing Session 1: George Dixon, Head of Scheduling, BBC Vision 
Alison welcomed George Dixon who was primarily responsible for the schedule plan for 
BBC One with a remit across BBC Two, BBC Three, BBC Four and BBC HD.  He worked 
closely with Jay Hunt, Controller BBC One and also took responsibility for live transmission 
schedule decisions such as breaking news or live sport. 
 
The schedule creation process was lengthy, often starting two years prior to transmission, 
and included consideration of all or some of the following: the pan BBC objectives; the 
audience targets and budgets for each service; the channel strategy, genre budget and 
planning of the schedule; commissioning policy, programme pitches and commissions. 
 
It was important to monitor the cross channel impact of programmes including factors such 
as competitor intelligence, audience feedback, talent, budget, Service Licence Agreements 
and Ofcom quotas. Each Channel Controller had a small dedicated channel team and each 
team monitored one another’s plans, working closely with the genre commissioners to 
ensure that channels were not commissioning similar programmes or series on more than 
one channel.  It was equally important to have range and variety across each channel 
schedule, for example BBC One had the biggest channel budget and was required to deliver 
to all audiences, but within the schedule there were slots for more specialist interest 
programmes such as Modern Masters.  
 
There were many different ways for producers to pitch to each channel; some were 
prescriptive and followed a brief, others offered unexpected paper pitches, or included a 
script read-through with actors or offered taster tapes to showcase new on-screen talent. 
Established talent could have an influence on schedule decisions but the need to grow the 
next generation of talent on the newer channels, such as BBC Three, was an important part 
of the nurturing aspect of scheduling.  
 
Channel budgets were an important consideration and George described the various factors 
which influenced commissioning and subsequent scheduling decisions. This included 
programme repeats playing a part in maximising the value of a commission across the 
schedules. The BBC had quotas to control the programme repeats process, for example on 
BBC One between 6.00pm and 10.30pm. 
 
The forward planning process for the annual Christmas schedule included the publication to 
the press of three schedule exchanges prior to releasing a final, fourth exchange.  The 
schedule could change once preview copies of planned programmes were viewed by the 
channel team.  
 
The challenges of live scheduling could be nerve wracking as the wrong call could have a 
major impact. Members asked about the complexity of reacting to a live event and the 
factors which influenced decisions to cancel or move published programmes.   
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The recent general election and subsequent hung parliament meant that last minute 
decisions and changes to the published schedule had to be made as events unfolded, for 
example, moving EastEnders which coincided with the resignation of Gordon Brown; this had 
resulted in 765 complaints. Where possible he avoided scheduling a prestigious show during 
Wimbledon, for example, because of the high risk of matches over-running, but at the same 
time he also had a duty to deliver a schedule which offered variety and balance. The vast 
majority of the programmes broadcast on the BBC were as scheduled. He avoided schedule 
changes impacting on regional programmes where possible but owing to digital switchover 
and the effect on analogue services, there was no longer the option to transfer regional opt-
outs to BBC Two as had been the case in previous years.  A number of demands on the 
schedule were anticipated during the forthcoming World Cup and Wimbledon.  
 
 BBC One had the biggest audience reach, with a remit to cover national events; the 
audience turned to BBC One for such coverage. For those reasons George needed to be 
more flexible with the schedule than commercial competitors. The decision to run the 
Australian Open Final with Andy Murray on BBC One was considered controversial by some, 
but had Murray won, it would have been unsatisfactory for the game to have been shown on 
BBC Two, given the national interest. He did not take such decisions lightly and on that 
occasion the viewing figures justified the decision.  
 
Members asked about the impact of iPlayer on scheduling. Research showed that the 
majority of TV viewing remained ‘live’ and iPlayer had delivered little impact on scheduling 
decisions, for example the Christmas edition of Doctor Who had an audience of 10 million, 
while one million requested it later on iPlayer.  The overnight viewing figures for 
linear(broadcast) and non-linear(iPlayer) programmes were taken into account but 80 per 
cent of people still watched programmes as they were broadcast rather than on iPlayer.  
Asked if Project Canvas would impact on the schedule, George said that it was an inexact 
science to anticipate the impact on linear viewing.  
 
Members raised concerns about the scheduling of Late Kick Off which had been 
commissioned as a late-night football magazine programme for post 11.00pm on BBC One.  
George said like most sports highlights programmes, Late Kick Off was a niche show with a 
small audience. The audience figures for Late Kick Off in the 11.15pm slot indicated a 7.5 per 
cent share, which compared with a ten to 15 per cent share for other shows in the same 
slot. The channel strategy for the post 10.35pm slot was to offer content for a broader 
audience and that remained the case.  Members suggested that Late Kick Off delivered value 
from the licence fee for a minority audience, and in terms of fulfilling the public purposes 
asked if the series merited an earlier slot. He said that the series was an imperfect 
commission and he would look at the contractual commitments related to running the slot 
after the Match of the Day repeat on a Sunday.   
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There was a structural link between a channel strategy and the commissioning and 
scheduling processes which connected to the pan BBC objectives, the BBC Vision objectives 
and finally with the channel objectives. Generally there was alignment between the channel 
controllers and commissioners; and ultimately there was an accountability mechanism to Jana 
Bennett, Director of BBC Vision.   
 
Members asked if the BBC public purposes impacted on scheduling judgements, for example 
moving Wimbledon or postponing EastEnders. George said that the BBC public purposes 
were given full weight but there were many complex decisions and specific considerations to 
factor in, to ensure a balanced schedule.  
 
George was thanked for giving such a clear exposition of the complexities of scheduling.  
 
4. Reports 
4.1 Controller English Regions’ Report 
The report concentrated on the general election coverage and David highlighted the range 
of broadcast content which included debates, hustings and special programmes for BBC 
One. He was personally very proud of the wider team achievement across English Regions, 
which reached around 160 constituencies with 38 live local radio programmes broadcasting 
local election results. He praised the achievement and heightened team profile across English 
Regions.  
 
Members were invited to give their feedback. Generally regional editorial coverage was 
considered to be very good, with strong audience interaction that was interesting and 
stimulating. Regional audiences were entitled to expect the same standard as network 
audiences for both production and technical output, and there was a perception that one or 
two of the regional debates had weaker production values and presentation. A view was 
expressed that the coverage was ‘male oriented’ both in terms of the presenters and 
interviewees, and limited analysis of female perspectives. The election graphics had received 
a mixed reception, with mainly younger viewers liking them and some older members 
finding them too complicated and busy. The ‘worm’ graphic was largely judged to be a 
disappointing experience and more explanation of issues was required to help first-time 
voters; for example, some of the specialist correspondents failed to find a way to convey 
simply the meaning of terms such as ‘hung parliament’ or the complexities of economic 
policy such as VAT rises. Generally people had turned to the BBC, with BBC One 
considered to be the best channel for election coverage. The audience were mainly pleased 
but there was a view from some that other major news stories, for example the BP oil spill, 
had been marginalised.  
 
David thanked members for their praise and comments. He had viewed each regional 
debate and overall he considered that high standards were maintained, but there would be 
continued support for the ongoing development of regional production teams and 
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presenters. There were able and high profile political editors across English Regions who 
could explain politics to regional audiences in clear terms, and the integration with London 
news teams meant that the regional political editors were viewed as seasoned and high 
calibre. David also noted the quandary of covering a high number of minority parties with 
appropriate coverage and scrutiny.   
 
Asked if the relatively new BBC leadership structure had helped English Regions to feel 
more integrated with the network news coverage, David agreed that it had. The regional 
political editors had good profiles and genuinely represented local views. The Campaign Show 
featured a range of political editors and this was a strong element of the programme, which 
had delivered effective and representative regional content.  Generally the audience figures 
had been very good during the course of the general election period, for example The Politics 
Show in the South East had a 42 per cent share and 60 per cent of the audience polled during 
the general election campaign had felt that coverage had been ‘about right’.  
 
Alison thanked David and congratulated him and the English Regions team on their 
achievements during the general election period. 
 
 
5. England Matters 
5.1 June Outreach 
Louise Hall updated members and said that the June outreach would focus on three topics: 

• What do you want from the BBC?  
• ‘Localness’, and what that means to audiences 
• General Election coverage (to include a show-reel of broadcast highlights)  

 
The four Public Accountability Managers would co-ordinate the events.  The RAC members’ 
networks would be utilised to recruit attendees and would include representation from both 
the under 25s and the over 65s as well as rural and urban communities.   
 
5.2 ACE Seminar 
The after-dinner speaker was not yet confirmed. Delegate letters would be sent out during 
the week commencing 17 May. 
 
6. Briefing Session 2: Caroline Thomson, Chief Operating Officer 
Caroline Thomson was asked to comment on the BBC’s general election coverage and said 
that there was extraordinary audience interest. Twenty two and a half million people 
watched elements of the three Prime Ministerial Debates; two and a half million people 
watched all three debates in their entirety and the election night coverage on BBC One 
peaked at ten million, with BBC One being the national channel of choice for such events. 
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Asked about the likely impact of the new coalition government on the BBC, Caroline said 
that overall both the Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats were supportive of a strong 
and independent BBC. The BBC would not be immune from the pressures on the public 
sector and was sensitive to the wider issues related to public spending. The Charter made 
clear that the BBC should be independent in the management of its affairs. 
  
The Strategy Review had been launched against the background of financial pressures but the 
next phase would see a return to programme-making as a priority. Overall the BBC was 
doing very well. Members wanted to understand more about National Audit Office (NAO) 
access to the BBC. Caroline explained that while accountability to the NAO on operational 
matters, for example buildings or the property portfolio, was appropriate there were other 
factors to consider should the NAO brief widen; this had the potential to compromise the 
BBC’s independence.  This was a complex issue that remained under discussion.  
 
Members were briefed on five key matters: 

• Putting Quality First – priorities for the UK’s nations, regions and 
communities 

The priority for the future was programme-making. The BBC intended to increase the 
proportion of the licence fee dedicated to programme making to 80 pence in every 
licence fee pound with 10 pence in every licence fee pound spent on the distribution of 
content. This would bring the percentage spent on overheads down to 9.5 pence in each 
licence fee pound. There were many different needs to be accommodated but the focus 
was on top quality content as an absolute priority.  
 
The Local Radio Task Force had examined the local radio service across England. The 
aim was to ensure that local radio continued to deliver value, with a high quality speech 
led service, effective coverage of local democracy and a deeper understanding of local 
interests. The service would continue to be targeted at older listeners, ie those over 55. 
 
• Progress and activity outside London 
The Strategy Review indicated how the BBC would increase its focus outside London. 
There was a commitment to move to more than 50 per cent of production out of 
London, with a much enhanced role for Nations opt-outs as well as increased attention 
to portrayal and a greater role for local and national content in the network schedule. 
There would be continued support for existing investment in indigenous languages and 
the Nations’ websites would have a focus on news, sport, knowledge, learning and 
languages.  
 
Caroline commented on the extent and range of the BBC’s general election coverage 
across England. The BBC had hosted twelve 40 minute long regional television debates, 
each focused on regionally important issues in front of a live audience. Each BBC local 
radio station in England had broadcast three election programmes, with candidates taking 
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listeners’ questions on local issues. The BBC English Regions’ bus had visited five regions 
in the lead up to the election: Swindon, South Dorset, Luton, Sunderland and 
Merseyside. The content gathered by the bus team was broadcast on local radio, regional 
TV and online. The Politics Show had held hustings with local candidates.  
 
 The predicted growth of regional production in the Nations and Regions up until 2012 
was described. In English Regions the majority of growth would be delivered in 
2011/2012 with the planned move to Salford. Work continued on modernising and 
digitising BBC buildings to ensure that they were fit for purpose technologically and for 
those working in them. Fifteen locations had been upgraded to date and there were two 
further phases to come: up to 2013, and 2013 to 2017.  Members were advised that the 
finance committee had approved the property plans up until 2020 and while the funding 
up to 2013 was in the planned budget, the BBC would need to be mindful of potential 
changes to the licence fee under a new settlement post 2013.  
 
• Digital Switchover 
Digital Switchover was progressing to plan. Some 50,000 households had switched at the 
start of 2009, rising to five million by the start of 2010 and set to reach nearly seven 
million by the end of 2010. London would be the last area to switch in 2012.  Alison 
Hastings concurred that all had gone to plan to date, and that members had raised very 
few issues.  
 
Freeview HD had launched successfully and BBC Distribution had been heavily involved 
throughout. It was a technical triumph for the BBC as the technology had been 
developed in-house. Freeview HD was on track to reach 50 per cent target coverage by 
the time of the World Cup in June 2010.  
 
Caroline described the main issues concerning the future expansion of Digital Audio 
Broadcasting (DAB) for both network radio and local radio services.   There was a target 
of 90 per cent coverage for network radio by the end of the 2010/2011 financial year. 
There was a long way to go for local radio on DAB, with many local operators not 
committing to expansion until there was more clarity for digital radio. Many BBC local 
radio stations were not available at all on DAB, and problems remained with car radio 
conversions.  
 
The BBC was committed to achieving 90 per cent digital coverage of the nation, and 
would continue to invest in the final ten per cent coverage once the government had 
published a timetable for digital radio switchover. In the long term, internet access might 
become a more appropriate option.  Putting local radio on DAB was still a long way off 
because the BBC was dependent on commercial multiplex providers. The BBC was 
working across the radio sector to build partnerships as there were complex issues to 
resolve. 
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• Salford and BBC North 
All three buildings at Salford were on budget and on schedule. Salford University and a 
Media Enterprise Centre would occupy premises on site. A question was raised about 
Salford transport links. Caroline said that a tram stop service was under construction. In 
addition there would be regular bus loop services from the main university campus to 
Salford.  
 
Close to 2,300 staff would be moving to Salford and it was anticipated that the move 
would be completed by September 2011. The percentage split for staff moving to Salford 
compared with those recruited locally was 40 per cent to 60 per cent. There was an 
ambition to base an iconic BBC One programme on site.  
 
BBC Television Centre in London would be vacated in early 2013, at which time the 
BBC would have three main bases in England: BBC Broadcasting House and BBC White 
City in London, plus BBC North in Salford.  
 
• City Partnerships 
The Network Supply Review committed the BBC to 50 per cent of content made 
outside of London and work had commenced to help make the BBC come alive in other 
big cities around the UK, through the City Partnerships initiative.  Caroline explained the 
background to the development of the first City Partnership in Bristol which added value 
and reach to the BBC’s presence in the city, gave more impact beyond the broadcasting 
and also galvanised local initiatives.  
 
Alison asked if this initiative would be replicated elsewhere. Caroline said that in addition 
to having a strong local BBC base, a partnership required an alliance of creative 
industries, community organisations and academic institutions in addition to receiving 
funding from regional development agencies. Other BBC bases have expressed interest 
but ongoing development depended on the level of co-operation from local parties and 
while it was hoped to have at least one more partnership in progress by the end of 2010, 
this depended on external issues.  
 
Members asked about the new government’s position on the governance of the BBC and 
the future of the BBC Trust.   Alison said that the BBC Trust’s performance would stand 
it in good stead, although senior salaries may be one area which would attract further 
criticism.  
 
Caroline thanked ACE members for their invaluable input and said that the network of 
audience councils was one of the most valuable aspects of the Trust’s work, and helped 
to keep the BBC informed about the views of licence fee payers.  
 

7. Burning Issues 
No Burning Issues were raised. Matters raised at the May RAC meetings would be 
considered at the June ACE meeting. 
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[Alison Hastings left the meeting; Phillippa Denton took over as Chair.] 
 
8. Briefing Session 3: Erik Huggers, Director Future Media and Technology 
Erik described the range and reach of the work of Future Media & Technology (FM&T) 
which included much more than iPlayer and online services. He looked back to the origins of 
the BBC in the 1920s, when the remit was to inform, educate and entertain. Those 
principles remained valid in the digital, multi-media age which offered a plethora of new 
services and opportunities.  
 
FM&T operated in two directions: Business to Business (internal facing) which included the 
broadcast and information technology functions servicing other parts of the BBC, and 
Business to Consumer (external facing) which included research and development. This area 
of work drove innovation for the BBC and the broadcast industry and had led to the 
development of major new services including Teletext, the Red Button and Freeview HD.  
 
The BBC was the only UK organisation in the UK online top ten, reaching 30 million unique 
users every week. All the other major players in the top ten were American, for example 
Google and Yahoo.   
 
Erik described recent BBC innovations which included iPlayer for children; the fitting out of 
the new BBC West 1 building; and the general election website. The general election 
website had been a great success story, reaching 11.6 million unique users on the day after 
the election. This was the highest number of unique users ever registered and was two 
million higher than the figures for President Obama’s inauguration.   
 
He updated members on BBC Mobile innovations and iPlayer version 3 which would be 
available from 26 May. Version 3 would have new functions such as more personal and social 
functions for users including connecting to friends on Facebook and Twitter, and collecting 
viewing favourites for users. He confirmed that iPlayer would continue to offer seven day 
catch up but it was FM&T’s ambition to extend this to 30 day catch up. This would require 
Trust approval.  
 
Red Button would continue to be important as a service to enhance channel viewing. Reach 
and usage of the Red Button service was growing on all platforms, with an additional five 
million users per week and delivering a large number of users who did not access BBC 
content by any other means. Asked about the availability of the Red Button service, he 
confirmed that it could not offer the same service on each and every platform because of 
limited spectrum availability. 
 
Erik talked about the BBC Strategy Review and ‘Putting Quality First’, noting that the days of 
the BBC doing everything were over.  The proliferation of websites on BBC Online had 
become excessive and the proposition was to halve the top level directories from 400 to 
200; reduce by 25 per cent the amount spent under the current service licence; and enable 
the site to be open to the external market by doubling the number of external click-
throughs. This strategy would help to realise the ambition of ‘fewer, bigger, better’ while 
also maintaining alignment with the BBC’s six public purposes and the five editorial priorities 
outlined in the BBC Strategy Review.  
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BBC Online was a single service, which in the future would become the dominant platform 
delivering quality services to mass audiences and providing all BBC content in one place. All 
BBC radio and TV would be live and on demand and once the BBC archive was completed, 
the entire range of the BBC’s output - past and present - would be accessible to the wider 
audience. 
 
Looking ahead to 2012, Erik’s vision for FM&T was: 

• To continue to develop future media with more focus on core editorial priorities 
with increased quality and reach 

• To maintain reliable broadcast services; ensuring the provision of computers that 
worked well for staff with an excellent supplier relationship, combined with tools 
that allowed creativity and efficiency 

• To deliver open access for audiences and programme makers to the BBC Archive 
reinforcing the BBC heritage 

• To maximise the potential of the research and development department with a focus 
on the next generation of HD and 3D, and being alert to new platforms and 
technologies. 

 
Members asked how the decisions would be made to cut content and how he would decide 
which programmes would retain a dedicated website. Erik said that there were a small 
number of big brands which merited their own sites, for example Top Gear and Doctor Who, 
and that all sites must be more closely related to the BBC’s six public purposes. He 
confirmed that the BBC would not charge external companies for click-throughs. 
 
Members asked how he would keep BBC Online in the top ten while making the proposed 
cuts. Erik said that the lack of spectrum had led to hard decisions for the Freeview service 
and in the future there would be a similar, more rigorous approach for BBC Online, to 
reduce ‘digital litter’ and put quality first. In the future there was potential for a more 
personal relationship with individual members of the audience, and technology would enable 
a transition from a ‘one to many’ to a ‘one to one’ scenario. The audience came first and 
there was no room for ‘vanity’ sites. Consolidation was a critical consideration to ensure 
that services were not a fragmented offering. It was vital that sites added value.  
 
There were three key criteria: 

• The six public purposes – the proposition must fall within the purposes  
• The five editorial priorities – the proposition must fall within the priorities 
• An agreed target for Reach, Quality, Impact and Value for Money (RQIV),  which the 

site must meet by 2013 
 
 Asked by members if DAB was a viable option, Erik said that in his view improvements to 
achieve a high speed internet infrastructure would be more advantageous.   
 
Members asked whether the BBC Online spend was mainly for staff or for content. Erik said 
that the vast majority of the £137 million FM&T budget related to staff costs; the proposed 
efficiencies would mean some staff losses. 
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For those licence fee payers who were not online users, Erik said that Project Canvas, if 
approved by the Trust, would deliver internet access via television; media literacy initiatives 
had the potential to enable more understanding and wider familiarity with online 
opportunities such as this.    
 
Overall the ambition was to maintain the existing strength and success of BBC Online, while 
competing internationally and maintaining position against others with higher investment.  
 
9. Any Other Business 
No matters were raised.  
 
Details of next meeting: 
Monday 14 and Tuesday 15 June at Malmaison Hotel and the BBC Mailbox, Birmingham 

 


